ONE EARTH CHOIR - the largest Choir on Earth 21 FEBRUARY - 11am GMT
up to date 48 Countries - more than 200'900 Participants 53.000 contacts among Cultural Poles on the Earth
A worldwide Project in Science and Art
Voices in Cities all over the Earth
singing - playing - listening to the same music at the same time,
with the meaning to speak the same language on the whole Earth
www.OneEarthChoir.net
The Project is supported by an International Scientific Artistic Committee, among which:
for the Arts Mario Brunello - Violoncellist, Caikovskij Award 1986 -- Vladimir Ashkenazy - Conductor of the European
Youth Orchestra -- Rachelle Ferrell - one of the greatest voices of contemporary music
for the Sciences: Leon Lederman- Physics Nobel Prize Laureate -- Ervin Laszlo - System's Theorist, a world renowned
reference for the Sciences -- Fritjof Capra - Physicist, Author of 'the Tao of Physics', 'the Turning Point'

The One Earth Choir GREEN PROJECT
Any school, farm, agricultural institution or cooperative, anyone working with green and renewable energies, and
anyone who has the skills, abilities and knowledge about planting, pruning grapevines or olive trees, harvesting rice,
sowing the garden, or on the energies of sun, wind and water, is invited to join the One Earth Choir which in the 2013
GREEN Project starts with the Earth The Green Project will dedicate one or more days a year inviting children and young people to share some experiences
about the Earth, the plants, about renewable energies, about sustainability GOAL: YOUNG PEOPLE re-DISCOVER NATURE - THE SOURCE OF FOOD - RENEWABLE ENERGIES
Young people all over the world re-discover the source of food and of green and renewable Energies Through personal experiences with the Earth, they discover:
° the green renewable Energies which Nature offers ° the rhythms of nature, the richness and breath of the Earth ° the sense of cyclical trends, and a new sense of a day’s cycle on Earth ° the sense of sowing, and the meaning of waiting, at various levels ° the sense of trust ° the sense of co-creating and of sharing AIM - YOUNG PEOPLE LEARN FROM THE EARTH,
THEIR TEACHER
YOUNG PEOPLE from all over the Earth will ENCOUNTER the EARTH
again, learn from Earth, their teacher, discover her TEACHINGS, her VITAL
ENERGY and VALUES, rediscover some of their Own Vital experiences and
SHARE them with others THE BEGINNING
A ONE EARTH CHOIR GREEN BRIDGE
between Italy and Thailand
‘The Il Posto Castello Farm’ in Illasi, Italy, and
‘The Sainam Agricultural Cooperative’ in Thailand’
began the Project on 5 January 2013 by lighting a bonfire in the courtyard of
the Illasi farm, where Mr Luciano Benini of the Posto Castello farm, in Illasi
and Mr Claudio Romano of the Sainam Cooperative, in Thailand met
symbolically on Skype, and inaugurated the One Earth Choir GREEN Project PHOTOS, FILMS and EXPERIENCES GREEN HOT-AIR BALLOONS
All the participants in the Green Project ‘let’s start from the Earth’ are invited to join the Earth Choir and to subscribe
on www.OneEarthChoir.net in the category ‘GREEN’ They will be visible on the One Earth Choir Google map, with a GREEN Hot-Air balloon, and are invited to share their
experiences with all the other participants of similar GREEN BRIDGES around the world, with other farms, agricultural cooperatives, institutions and families on the www.OneEarthChoir.net site and on Facebook - OneEarthChoir
Anna Bacchia, Author of the Project
a Project by Anna Bacchia and the Associazione Culturale Vocal Sound - Bacchia Studio
Via al Bosco 75, 6974 Lugano-Aldesago, Switzerland

